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Abstract—The consequences of autonomous systems software failures can be potentially dramatic. There is no need to darken the picture, but still, it seems unlikely that people, insurance companies and certification agencies will let autonomous systems fly or drive around without requiring their makers and programmers to prove that the most critical parts of the software are robust and reliable. This is already the case for aeronautic, rail transportation, nuclear plants, medical devices, etc. were software must be certified, which possibly involve its formal validation and verification (V&V). Moreover, autonomous systems go further and embed onboard deliberation functions. This is what make them really autonomous, but open new challenges. We propose to consider the overall problem of V&V of autonomous systems software and examine the current situation with respect to the various type of software used. In particular, we point out that the availability of formal models is rather different depending on the type of component considered. We distinguish these different cases and stress the areas where we think we need to focus our efforts as to improve the overall robustness of autonomous systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Validation and Verification (V&V) of Autonomous Systems (AS) software is not a “new problem”. More than 20 years ago, some seminal work [Espiau et al., 1996] started to study how to guarantee robustness, safety and overall dependability of their software. Yet, for a number of reasons, the robotic and AI communities have mostly been focussed on other problems with respect to safe dependable autonomous robots. Meanwhile, there are other fields where bugs and errors can lead to catastrophic events (e.g. aeronautic, nuclear industry, rail transportation) where there is already a large corpus of research, but also successfully deployed tools and frameworks [Woodcock et al., 2009], whose goal is to improve the trust we can put in the software controlling these complex, although not autonomous, systems.

The fast and recent developments of autonomously driving cars have put the spotlight on the dramatic consequences of unverified software. Unfortunately, there is no doubt that autonomous vehicles will cause deadly accidents, but they will only become “acceptable” if the car makers have deployed all reasonably applicable and available techniques to ensure trust and robustness, and if as a result of these techniques, they outperform a regular human driver by one or two orders of magnitude. The decision to deploy these techniques may come from the car makers themselves, as a commercial argument to safety, or as an incentive from car insurances, or they may also comes from government certification agencies representing the general public concerns about safety (as this is already the case for aeronautic, railway, etc). In any case, we strongly believe that despite the somewhat human-biased argument that we are “all” good drivers, autonomous car will probably prevail if 5, 10 or 20 years from now, statistics show that they are indeed safer than regular human driven cars.

One original aspect to consider with respect to AS, is that unlike most critical systems in other domains, they exhibit and use deliberative functions (e.g. planning, acting, monitoring, etc) [Ingrand and Ghallab, 2017]. If one considers the models used by these deliberative functions, some are explicitly written by humans, while others are learned [Argall et al., 2009; Kober et al., 2013]. Similarly for functional components, some also use learned models. We will see that if the explicit models are amenable to formal verification, the learned ones pose a new challenge to the V&V community.

For now, most of the trust we put in the AS Software (ASS) is acquired through test [Sotiropoulos et al., 2017; Koopman and Wagner, 2016]. Moreover, there are a number of “good” practices, architectures design, software development methodologies, model based techniques [Brugali, 2015; Mühlbacher et al., 2016], specification tools which all participate to establish this trust. Still, formal V&V, when applicable, has the potential to bring a level of confidence unreachable by other practices.

We also need to focus on approaches addressing realistic applications with real implementations and experiments. We already have reached the point where AS with tens of sensors and effectors, executing millions of line of code, running tens of programs on multiple CPUs, are being deployed. The time where one could illustrate an approach with an example, over simplifying reality, and limited added values to the field has passed. Proving that a lego mindstorm will not crash in the wall, thanks e.g. to its LTL generated controller, is not quite the same problem than showing that an autonomous car is not going to do the same. Moreover, we think the dependability of the software should be consider as a whole, looking at the complete system. When it comes to V&V, unless you take adapted protective/containment measures between

---

1We consider here autonomous systems at large, i.e. including autonomous robots, autonomous vehicles, drones, cyber physical systems, etc.
A. Models and Methods

There are many formal models available, and none of them cover all the needs. Some models are grounded in simple yet powerfull primitives, automatas and state machine [Bohren and Cousins, 2010; Jónsson et al., 2006; Li et al., 2018] are often put forward as they easily capture the various states of the subsystems and their transitions. Petri net [Costelha and Lima, 2012; Lesire and Pommereau, 2018] are also often used, as they easily model coordination, together with their time extension, e.g. time Preti net [Berthomieu and Diaz, 1991]. Time is also at the core of Timed Automata widely used in UPPAAL, Kronos and more recently in the latest BIP version. Other models are provided as language defined at a higher level of abstraction, such as the synchronous system family, but can be translated to mathematical or logical representation. Such a category also includes temporal logic [Kress-Gazit et al., 2011], situation calculus [Levesque et al., 1997; Claßen et al., 2012] as well as interval temporal logic also deployed on robots in various components. There are also methods geared toward hybrid systems [Tomlin et al., 2003].

From a roboticist point of view, we should consider the ones which seems the most appropriate to represent the type of behavior we have to model and to prove the type of properties we want to check.

B. V&V Techniques

Among the various techniques available to the V&V community, we consider four different families.

State exploration and model checking, given a transition function, are working offline on the reachable state of the system from a given initial state. Sometimes, the space can be studied without being completely built, but overall these approaches tend to suffer from state explosion and often face scalability issues.

Logical inference on the other hand works offline by building an over approximation of the reachable states set as a logical statement (e.g. obtained by combining invariants of components). So the set is build by intention more than by extension. If these approach can potentially address the state explosion which breaks model checking, they face another problem as the logical invariants can be too general and too loosely fit the real reachable states set.

Statistical model checking (SMC) approaches, instead of exploring the complete state space, sample it using a probability model of the transition function, and thus evaluate properties to be verified with a resulting probability. Indeed, there are many properties which are desirable, but not required 100% of the time. For example, if your drone flight controller, running at 1 KHz, looses one cycle every one hundred cycles, the consequences are probably not as dramatic as if it looses one cycle every other cycle. SMC approaches allow one to “explore” states space whose size blows the regular state exploration techniques.

Last, Runtime verification is more an online approach where the state transition model is given to an engine which monitors and checks properties and consistency of the model on the fly.

II. Formal Models and V&V

Our goal here is not to survey such a large field of research. We point the reader to [D’Silva et al., 2008; Woodcock et al., 2009; Björner and Havelund, 2014] for overviews of formal methods in software development. Formal methods use a mathematical model to analyse and verify part of a program. From a roboticist point of view, we should consider the ones which seems the most appropriate to represent the type of behavior we have to model and to prove the type of properties we want to check.

The paper is organized as follow. Section II presents the V&V models and techniques which we think are relevant to ASS, while section III reviews the various situation with respect to availability of formal models in an AS. We then present in section IV some of the robotic software specification frameworks which could be transform toward a formal model, and give an example of such an automatic transformation with GàLoSiM and four formal frameworks as well as the V&V results we obtain. Section V presents our prospective on the subject and concludes the paper.

A. Challenges which have not yet been adressed.

One should note that none of these three recent surveys mention robots nor AS. Either they consider that they are not different from any other application domains (which is quite puzzling as AS exhibit deliberative functions not usually deployed in non AS), or that V&V of ASS poses some new challenges which have not yet been adressed.

There are some recent valuable surveys available, but the reading grid they propose is somewhat different from the one we develop here. Their coverage of the decisional components is limited [Luckcuck et al., 2018], or they are limited to the decisional components [Seshia et al., 2016], or they present a larger safety picture [Guiochet et al., 2017], while we want to focus on formal V&V. Still, they are a good source of information in this fast growing field.

Last, our perspective is definitely from a roboticist point of view. First, we want to rely as much as possible on automatic synthesis of models and code, and second we are aiming at proving properties which are “useful” for the ASS programmer. Can we guarantee that the plan produced by the planner is safe, that it will be properly executed by the acting system? Can the CPU resources available on the robots guarantee that all components will run at the specified rate? Can we guarantee that the robot will stop in time when an obstacle has been properly detected? that the initialization sequence will not deadlock, etc. Overall, starting from some real ASS implementations, what is the current status with respect to V&V and how can we improve it?
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This approach requires to specify what needs to be done when a property is violated, but allow verification of models which would not scale, nor fit with the two first approaches.

III. AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM SOFTWARE AND FORMAL MODELS

With respect to the availability of formal models, we examine here the situation over the various software components of an AS.

A. Software Architecture

ASS needs to be organized along a particular chosen architecture framework. See [Kortenkamp and Simmons, 2008] for a survey of the different architectures available for AS. Yet, some architectures, by precisely defining how the layers are organized and how the components interacts, help ease the V&V of the overall system. In any case, to keep things simple, we consider two layers: the Decisional Layer and the Functional Layer (see Fig. 1). In fact it boils down to two types of software components: i) those performing one of the deliberative functions, which often rely on models (e.g. planning actions, FDIR models, acting skills) which are then used to explore the problem space and find a solution (e.g. a planner combines actions models to find a plan, an FDIR component monitor the state of the system to find discrepancies with its model, etc), and ii) those performing some data and information processing to solve a problem or provide a service through regular algorithm implementing the function. The former usually involve heuristic searches in a space which cannot be reasonably explicitly computed, while the latter make the search for the solution explicit through the algorithms. The former may take an apriori unbounded amount of time, while the latter usually have a predictable global computation time. The former rely on high level abstraction models, while the latter are often programmed in classical programming language. Let us now examine the different situations with respect to the availability of models suitable for V&V.

B. Directly Programming with Formal Models

We consider here systems or software components which are programmed “directly” using some well established formal frameworks, which are presumably already used in other domains.

For example, the “synchronous approach” [Benveniste and Berry, 1991] and [Benveniste et al., 2003], its sister paper 12 year later, has been instantiated in a number of languages (e.g. Lustre, Esterel, Signal, etc) and commercial frameworks. It has been deployed in critical domains such as, but not limited to, aeronautic (Scade, Lustre and Esterel), electronic (Signal). Esterel [Boussinot and de Simone, 1991] is used in [Simon et al., 2006] which presents a framework (Orccaad) to deploy robotics systems programmed in the Maestro language (then translated in Esterel) to specify Robot Tasks and Robot Procedures. This was used to successfully program a complete AUV, and prove some properties on the system. Yet, the Maestro language was probably too abstract for roboticist, which did not adopt it.
Similarly, there are decisional components which are programmed using situation calculus. Such a formalism has been used in Golog (for planning) [Levesque et al., 1997; Claßen et al., 2012] and Golex [Hähnel et al., 1998] (for acting) within a museum guide robot. However, the language is quite cumbersome, and was hardly been used for other deployments.

There are numerous other formalisms available in the V&V community (e.g. BIP, LTL, UPPAAL, etc) which could have been used to program directly some robot components, but apart from toy examples, or localized and limited functionalities, this was not attempted. Similarly, there are formal tools to help the specification and the analysis of ASS (e.g. ALTARICA [Cassez et al., 2004]), but they are not easily linked to the real code running on the robot.

Overall, in this category we find some interesting attempts to bridge the gap between ASS and V&V, but clearly, the languages proposed and the required knowledge to make good use of them did not convince the robotic programmers.

C. “Hidden” Formal Models

In this category we consider the software components which are programmed with models which have all the characteristics to be formal, but have not been presented as such and are not explicitly used with V&V methods.

For example, PDDL models widely used in automated planning, have all the right features to be formals. Even if its expressiveness can be somewhat limited when it comes to real robotics application, the semantic is clear and not equivoke, and most heuristic searches used to find plans, are correct (if not complete, nor optimal). Similarly, there are other planning formalisms (ANML, HTN, TLPlan, TalPlanner, temporal interval, etc) [Ingrand and Ghallab, 2017] which all fall in the same category. They where not designed for V&V, but they have all the right features to be used so. Some works, e.g. [Abdeddaïm et al., 2007; Bensalem et al., 2014], explicitly study the link between V&V and planning & scheduling.

If we consider the acting component, which is more interested in the operational model of how to execute an action (as opposed to planning which is more on a model on how to use it) there are also many works. ASPiC [Lesire and Pommerereau, 2018] is an acting system based on the composition of skill petri net, [Simmons and Pecheur, 2000] shows that TDL based acting components can be verified using NuSMV, RMPL [Williams and Ingham, 2003] (which rely on an Esterel like language) is also used for acting and monitoring, etc.

So there are many components (mostly deliberative within the decisional layer) which rely on some models which can be linked or transformed to some of the formal models used for V&V. Such transformation is seldom used, but is an option which could be easily activated if needed.

D. Learned Models

Learned models, by essence, are almost modelless. In an AS, one can learn a skill for acting (e.g. using reinforcement learning [Kober et al., 2013] or DBN [Infantes et al., 2010]), an action model for planning, (e.g. using MDP), or a perception classifier (e.g. using deep learning and convolutional neural network), but from a V&V point of view, these learned models are mostly black boxes. Their popularity is due to the fact that they successfully tackle problems which resisted analytical modelling and solving.

Still there are some attempts to improve the dependability of learned models. In [Amodei et al., 2016], the authors identify five design pitfalls which can lead to “negative side effects” and they propose some guidelines as to prevent them. Unfortunately, none of them rely on formal methods, and if we can expect better models following them, there is no guarantee that false positive will not slip in. The authors of [Cicala et al., 2016] present three areas of ASS where they propose an automatic approach to do V&V. One of the area is Safe Reinforcement Learning for which they propose to deploy probabilistic model checking (see Section II-B) on discrete time model Markovian chain. Similarly, the authors of [Seshia et al., 2016] identify five challenges, to formally verify system which use AI and Machine Learning. Probabilistic and randomized methods, as well as better environment modelling are among them. Overall, researchers are just starting to look at these issues. Yet, the presence, or not, of learned models in ASS will depend of their success. For now, we think that these models must be confined to non critical components, and if not, their results should be merged, combined and checked for inconstancy with others before participating to a decisional process.

An interesting work is proposed by [Feth et al., 2018] where they learn a model to help identify situations which require a higher level of awareness of the system.

E. No Model

In many situations, the code and the programs are written following some hopefully good programming practices, but overall, there exists no model at all of what it does. Still, there are a number of tools which make thorough checking of the code with static analysis and even some invariants extraction [D’Silva et al., 2008]. Even more, if formal V&V is really required, one can deploy an approach such as the one presented in [Täubig et al., 2011], which requires to annotate all the functions in the program with logical preconditions, assertions and effects which will then be checked and inferred by the formal tool (Isabelle). This is rather tedious, and can only be done by programmers which are familiar with the formal frameworks used and understand the algorithms being implemented. Nevertheless, the results are very encouraging.

F. Some Models

In this “vague” category, we consider all the components which are somehow specified with some languages, or model driven frameworks but which are not formal. For example, most robotic domain specific language DSL are seldom formal. One often use the term of “semi formal” in the sense that

3Note that if learning itself is considered a deliberative function, the learned models, can be used within different components, functional or decisional.
they have a clear syntax, but their semantics is not without any ambiguity, which prevent them to be directly fed to some V&V engine. There exist numerous framework to develop and deploy robotic softwares [Nordmann et al., 2016; Brugali, 2015]. Some offer specification languages, or rely on well known specification framework (e.g. UML, AADL, etc). Some just focus on providing tools and API libraries to ease integration of different components. Orocos [Bruyninckx, 2001] focuses on realtime control of robots. [Dhouib et al., 2012; Yakymets et al., 2013] presents RobotML a robotic domain specific language (Papyrus) and toolchain (based on Eclipse Modeling Project) which facilitates the development of robotics applications. Smartsoft [Schlegel et al., 2009] provides a framework to also specify the complete architecture of a robotic systems, while [Lotz et al., 2016] provide a meta model to separate user programmer concerns and system integrators issues . But if these tools greatly ease the overall architecture and analysis of the system, they remain short of connecting to a formal model.

G. Discussion

Overall, the situation is not completely hopeless, many components (in particular the deliberative ones) use formal models (hidden but present), which can be used for V&V. Providing the approach is sound, and that the models are valid w.r.t. the specifications, the results will be consistent w.r.t. the models. On the other end of the spectrum, code without any models, our main argument is that there should not be any. All the running code should be developed with some level of specification and structure to enable some verification. As for learned models, we need to consider a change of paradigm, and not so much prove that the models is validated and verified, but that it will be used and deployed in such a way that the trust we put in the system is not jeopardized.

Last, for components developed using a robotics framework for which a DSL can be derived toward a formal language, then one can also expect encouraging results. In the following section, we shall examine in detail this category.

IV. LEVERAGING ROBOTIC TOOLS AND DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORKS

Despite its success, ROS provides little support when it comes to ease V&V of the software with formal models. There are some efforts to model its communication layer [Halder et al., 2017], or to verify some simple properties [Come et al., 2018; Meng et al., 2015; Wong and Kress-Gazit, 2017], but overall, the lack of structure required to write ROS nodes makes it rather difficult to extract anything worth verifying. [Bardaro et al., 2018] proposes to model the robot software in AADL and then synthesize code in ROS. There are also systems which build some “run-time” verification of properties on the top of ROS [Huang et al., 2014; Sorin et al., 2016], but they hardly rely on ROS itself. [Kai et al., 2017] proposes model transformation using MontiArcAutomaton from a high level specification down to ROS code. Last we should point that the SMACH [Bohren and Cousins, 2010] component can be used to control ROS nodes with state machine models.

MAUVE [Gobillot et al., 2016; Doose et al., 2017] is an interesting framework which allows to extract temporal information from runs and verify then with LTL checker, but can also perform some runtime verification of temporal properties. Similarly, [Desai et al., 2017] proposes Drona, to perform model checking and runtime verification to check and enforce some other properties on a model using a Signal Temporal Logic. RoboChart [Cavalcanti, 2017; Miyazawa et al., 2017; Ribeiro et al., 2017] proposes an interesting approach where the programmer explicitly model the robotics application in a formal framework based on timed communicating sequential process. So the model is provided by the programmer not automatically extracted from the framework as we will see on an example in the next section.

We have seen that most robotic tools and frameworks do not provide any formal models per se, and if they do, it is usually up to the programmers to write both the program to run on the robot and the formal model.

In [Bjørner and Havelund, 2014], the authors write:

“We will argue that we are moving towards a point of singularity, where specification and programming will be done within the same language and verification tooling framework. This will help break down the barrier for programmers to write specifications.”

Following this advice, we advocate that the best way to introduce formal V&V in robotics component is to rely on existing robotic specification languages and frameworks and to offer some automatic translation to formal models. For this, we need to ensure that the semantics of the specification is correct, and is properly modelled in the targeted formalism.

A. The GenoM, RT BIP, Fiacre, UPAPAAL example

GenoM [Mallet et al., 2010] is a tool to specify and implement robotic functional modules (see the Functional Layer on Fig. 1). These modules provide services in charge of a functionality which may range from simple low-level driver control (e.g. the LASERDRIVER or IMUDRIVER modules to control the Hokuyo LRF or the XSense IMU) to more integrated computations (e.g. LOCALIZATION/POM for localization with an UKF, or POTENTIALFIELD for navigation). GenoM proposes a language to completely specify the component down to (but not including) the C/C++ functions (codels) which implement the different stages/steps of the provided services [Foughali et al., 2018b]. This language fully specifies the shared ports (the green octagon on Fig. 1) between components (in and out), as well as the shared variables in a component, and the periodic tasks (i.e. threads) in which the services run. For each service, one defines the arguments (in and out), and the automata specifying the steps to follow to execute the codels, as well as their arguments. From a specification point of view, there is a clear semantics of what should be done and how it should be properly implemented.

A template mechanism allows to automatically synthesize the code for the component itself for various communication
middleware (notably Pocolibs (shared memory) and ROS-Comm (XML-RPC)). Either of this code is then linked to the codels library to provide the component itself.

Initially, \( \text{G}^{\text{en}}\text{M} \) was designed to help roboticists to develop functional components following a rigorous methodology but without having to worry about the OS and middleware specificities. But its rigorous specifications and the component template implementation allow us to develop templates to also automatically synthesize models for various formal languages [Foughali, 2018]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a) RT BIP:} & \quad \text{is a framework}^4 \text{ which allow modelling embedded real time systems, within components, including automata with guards (logical and temporal) and port for synchronization (rendez vous and broadcast) with other components. RT BIP is not to be confused with the original BIP template used in [Bensalem et al., 2011] which did not include time information. It can be used offline with RT D-Finder [Ben Rayana et al., 2016] to prove some properties. For this, it automatically extracts invariant, from the automatas, the interactions and the history clock and synthesizes an over approximation of the reachable states of the system. It then try to prove with a SAT solver that the desired property is satisfied in it. More interestingly, it can also be used online, and then use the RT BIP Engine [Socci et al., 2013] to runs the model itself, linked with the codels, and enforce the properties at run time. This runtime verification can also be augmented with more complex properties the roboticist may want to enforce.} \\
\text{b) UPPAAL/UPPAAL-SMC:} & \quad \text{is an integrated tool environment}^5 \text{ for modeling, validation and verification of real-time systems modeled as networks of timed automata, extended with data types. Unlike BIP, it is using model checking to verify simplified TCTL (timed computation tree logic) properties in the modelled systems. The latest UPPAAL version (UPPAAL-SMC)}^6 \text{ address the state explosion limit by offering a Statistical Model Checking extension. The timed automata can then be enriched with transition probabilities as to perform sampling of the reachable states consistant with the transition probabilities. Of course, the properties are then proven probabilistically true.} \\
\text{c) Fiacre:} & \quad \text{is a formal language}^7 \text{ for specifying concurrent and real-time systems also based on automata (behavior), ports and transitions which can be guarded and sensitized over a time interval (similarly to time Petri nets). Note that the semantics is different from the timed automata used in BIP and UPPAAL.} \\
\text{So the same way G}^{\text{en}}\text{M synthesizes the components from specification and codels, it synthesizes formal models for these four frameworks. These templates includes temporal and statistical informations obtained by running the regular components with the proper probes. In particular, for all models, we include the extracted Worst Case Execution Time of the codels, as well as the number of state transition in the services automatas in the UPPAAL-SMC model.}
\end{align*}
\]

The table I sums up the various formal framework for which \( \text{G}^{\text{en}}\text{M} \) templates are available, and the corresponding tools used. The resulting formal models are automatically synthesized for the experiment, such as the one presented Fig. 1. They are then enriched with a client model which specifies how the components would be used together (initialization sequence; perception, data fusion, motion planning and execution loop, etc). The complete model is then fed to the respective V&V tools which provide encouraging results [Foughali, 2018].

Using the FIACRE or UPPAAL models we can check offline than no port is ever read before it has been written at least once. In fact, this property was initially false because of a race condition in the initialization sequence of the robot where the NAVIGATION module may have tried to navigate before the first pose position of the robot had been produced by the NAVIGATION/POM module. Similarly, we can compute the maximum time it takes between a stop request sent to NAVIGATION and the writing of the zero speed on the robot HW controller by ROBOTDRIVER from the Cmd port of SAFETYPILOT. Given the proper model of scheduler also written in FIACRE, we can check than the number of core on the CPU is sufficient or not [Foughali et al., 2018a]. Overall, even if model checking techniques suffer from state space explosion, the results obtained here on fairly complex robotic experiments are still encouraging. Online, using the BIP model with the BIP Engine, we capture temporal violation (e.g. task period or wcet values). We can also set monitors as to enforce new propreties. For example if the LASERDRIVER scan port has not been refreshed within 200ms, then a monitor stops the robot by explicitly calling the Stop service of the SAFETYPILOT module, which forces the SpeedMergeAndStopIfObstacle service to transit to its stop state and call the StopSMAO codel which produces and writes a null speed in Cmd. Running the BIP Engine, in the OSMOSIS experiment, incurs a 15% increase in the CPU load, which remains acceptable considering the added safety.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formal Frameworks</th>
<th>Offline</th>
<th>Online PocoLibs [Herb, 1992]</th>
<th>Online ROS-Comm [Quigley et al., 2009]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIACRE [Berthomieu et al., 2008]</td>
<td>Tina [Dal Zilio et al., 2015]</td>
<td>Hippo (under dev)</td>
<td>Hippo (under dev)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPPAAL [Belurmann et al., 2006]</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPPAAL-SMC [David et al., 2015]</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[\text{TABLE I: EXISTING FORMAL FRAMEWORK TEMPLATES FOR G}^{\text{en}}\text{M.}\]

\[\text{http://www-verimag.imag.fr/RSD-Tools.html} \quad \text{http://www.uppaal.org/} \quad \text{http://people.cs.aau.dk/~adavid/smce/} \quad \text{http://projects.laas.fr/fiacre/}\]
All these results are obtained with models automatically synthesized and automatic verification tools. One still needs to understand how to express properties in the corresponding query language (e.g. LTL and patterns for Fiacre, TCTL for UPPAAL) and how to interpret the results, still, it is a big step forward in providing V&V tools to roboticists. To formally validate the obtained model, the semantics of \( \mathbb{G} \) has been first specified in Timed Transition Systems and then transformed in Timed Automata with Urgency and Data (see [Foughali et al., 2018a] for more details and proofs). The point being that whoever specify and implement components in \( \mathbb{G} \), gets all these equivalent formal models for free, and can run the various V&V tools associated to them.

The \( \mathbb{G} \) formal frameworks templates should not be seen as the only possible path to infusing V&V in robotics. It is an example, of such a possible path, and there are numerous robotics frameworks which could do a similar automatic transformation of their specification toward formal models. We invite others to participate to such effort. With colleagues from ONERA and LAAS, we have setup an experiment, OSMOSYS\(^8\), which proposes a robotic application (freely inspired from a CPSE Labs experiment) for a robot to inspect runway lights at night. The whole robotic experiment is currently available in pure ROS, MAUVE [Doose et al., 2017], and \( \mathbb{G} \). A Gazebo simulator is also provided as to test the various implementations and analyze what can be extracted from the V&V tools being used. Other frameworks willing to contribute to this platform are welcomed as to show with a fair presentation what can be done with each tool and at which cost (time, learning curves, etc). The only requirement is that each implementation must be effectively running on the simulation and the real robot.

V. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTIVES

In the proposed architecture, we distinguish between functional and decisional components. We have seen that some of these components already provides formal models (§III-C), so for these, the prospective seems to be more a problem of verifying the correctness of the search algorithms used. Some rely on DSL and specific frameworks (§III-F) which could be extended to automatically provides formal models on which one can perform V&V as we have shown in Section IV-A. We invite other robotic framework programmers to reach out and look at the possible formal frameworks they can connect to. Learned models (§III-D) have already been identified as outliers, so they probably need a “special” architectural setup for now and until we are satisfy with the confidence we can put in them. As for components with no model at all (§III-E), there are tedious solutions, if one cannot deploy them, one should at least consider reorganizing the code in such a way that it can rely on existing DSL or robotic frameworks.

On a different topic, the same way AI and robotics have to take into account human presence and interaction, V&V must also integrate it in the process. So we need to consider models of human behavior to introduce them in the V&V process. This can be models of the users of the AS itself (e.g. passenger of an autonomous car), but also models of people around the AS (e.g. pedestrian, or drivers of regular car). Of course this adds another layer of variability and expand again the size of the models to explore, but we should also consider this as an opportunity to “close” the model and keep the reachable states at a reasonable size.

Another topic which needs to be considered for is how these different models coexist and complete each other when it comes to proving a property over all the AS. For example, the link between the different layer/component must also be verified. The communication and middleware should be properly modelled to be part of the V&V process. We also need to guarantee consistency over the various models deployed.

Last, we should keep in mind that specifications, even if they produce formally equivalent models which can be fed to V&V tools, needs to correctly capture the intents of the system designer. As pointed by [Rozier, 2016] “there is no escaping the ‘garbage in, garbage out’ reality”. For this problem, we think that for now, we should rely on good old testing of the system as to check that specifications are correct and synthesize the proper formal model.
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